
COURSE SYLLABUS

CRISPR
Foundations



Intro

Welcome to CRISPR Foundations! 

Want to train your team? 
Email us at hello@crisprclassroom.org

Professional Certificate

100% online

Approx. 5 hours, self-paced

Introductory Level

English with subtitles

Learn what CRISPR/Cas
gene editing is, how it
works, and how it is being
applied in our world.  

This course is for everyone!
No technical background
required



Course

Goals
Understand what CRISPR/Cas gene

editing is and how it works

Learn how CRISPR/Cas gene editing is

being applied in our world today

Recognize the ethical considerations when

commercializing CRISPR technology



The CRISPR/Cas9 Revolution 

Designer Gene Editing 

New and Engineered Cas Variants

CRISPR Applications

Science Commercialization

Gain an introductory overview on gene editing biotechonolgy.

How Cas9 finds/cuts the DNA target and how the cell responds.

How and why scientists discover and engineer new Cas proteins.

With a highlight on sickle cell disease

Ethical considerations in the path to CRISPR commercialization 

4 modules + Bonus

Final Test

Certificate of Achievement

online self-paced approx 5hrs

Course

Structure

A final test will be administered at the end of the 5 modules. A grade
of 80% is required. You can take this test unlimited times. 

Shareable certificate will be automatically provided once the final
test is passed.

BONUS!

Q&A
Confused or have a question? No worries, ask your questions 24/7 in
our discussion forums. Our scientists will respond with answers. 



All CRISPR Foundations learners will have access to
optional office hours with PhD level scientists. 

A key piece to learning is asking questions

Discussion Forums

online
Q&A

Confused now or can't attend office hours? No worries,
ask your questions in our 24/7 discussion forums. Our
scientists will respond with answers.  

Office Hours

Optional attendance

Once per month

Live online Q&A via Zoom



Meet your Instructors

Dr. Kris Tatiossian, PhD is a
scientist with ~10 years of

experience working with genome
engineering tools in both the

academic and industry setting.
She has multiple, peer-reviewed
publications and awards for her

research, speaking engagements,
and mentorship. Dr. Kris is a

skilled lecturer & instructor with
significant mentoring experience.

Dr. Antonio Carusillo, PhD is an
expert in CRISPR/Cas9, DNA
repair, and DNA damage. He

has won multiple awards for his
research and speaking

engagements at local and
international conferences. Dr.

Carusillo has extensive
experience with science

communication, mentoring, and
teaching students.



Enroll now

Ypatios
Greece 

"it gave me all the
basics and more!"

Sai

Kartikey

Alejandro
India 

"I wanted to learn CRISPR
and this course taught me
beyond my expectations!" 

India 

"the whole program was
equally interesting and
each chapter unveiled

new information"

Spain 

"Even though my native
language is not English, I

could understand the
concepts of CRISPR perfectly" 

Erta Oscar

USA 

"The content was
explained in a way that
was easy to understand

and interesting to listen to"

USA 

"Not many courses I know
are built like this, it was

amazing"
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